Measuring Guide
Roller Blinds or Sunscreens
For accurate measurements please use a metal tape measure, and take measurements in millimeters.
Choose whether you want the blinds to hang inside the recess or outside the window frame.
Please check the position of adjacent walls, furniture and window handles etc. when measuring for your blinds.

Recess Fit – Inside Mount
This is when you want your blind to fit inside the window recess. This creates a finished look.
If you intend to hang your blinds within the window recess (sometimes called the reveal), you should measure the "recess
size" which is the exact width and drop of the window recess.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measure the width of the recess from wall to wall in 3 places.
Note down the shortest measurement.
Measure the drop from the top of the recess to the window sill in 3 places.
Note down the shortest measurement - this is the one you should use.

Note: Standard factory allowances will be made.

Face Fit – Outside Mount
Outside mounts are fitted to the architrave. This will make windows appear bigger and are used to hide unattractive
architraves.
1. Measure the blind width of where you'd like your blind to be. Note down the
measurement.
2. Measure the blind drop: From the top of where you want your blind to be to the
bottom.
3. Note down the measurement.
To ensure minimum light gaps and maximum privacy, we recommend that your blind
overlaps the bottom and both sides of the recess by at least 50 mm.
Note: No allowances will be made; the blind will be made to exact sizes supplied
Please Note: when measuring for roller blinds, there is an “exact blind size” & a “fabric size”. The exact blind size is the
total width including both fabric and brackets & the fabric size is the width of the roller blind less 3.4cm exactly.

Standard Roll Reverse Roll
Standard roll – this is the most common method of rolling a roller blind, where the fabric falls from the back of the roller. The
fabric sits as close to the window when recess fitted or as close to the architrave when face fitted allowing maximum
blackout of light. Note the location of your window handles/winders as the roll may hit when fully down.
Reverse roll – This method is used by people who do not wish to see the fabric roll at the top of the widow. By using a
reverse roll instead of the standard, the fabric rolls off the front allowing maximum clearance of all handles but when Face
Fitting a reverse rolled blind the gap between the window & the fabric will be much larger allowing light to enter via the
sides. Be mindful when deciding if installing in bedrooms or theatre rooms.

Standard Roll

Reverse Roll

Control Options
A Sidewinder control allows precise control when raising or lowering the blind and allows blinds which are positioned next to
each other to be in line perfectly. Sidewinders can be positioned to the left or right of the blind and come in metal, white,
black or cream. Note white, black & cream are a plastic chain.

Roller Blinds Blockout or Sunscreen
Installation Guide

Installation Guide
Roller Blinds or Sunscreens
How to Install
1. Decide which of the examples best suits your needs. Please note that both brackets are identical. To fit you must rotate
one bracket 180 degrees so the back plate with the oblong holes will then point to meet one another. For your new roller
blind to function correctly, you must ensure the brackets are mounted level.

2. Fix fabric to the pretaped roller, then insert the control mechanism. This can be used on either
the left or the right hand side.

3. When the control mechanism is in position this will then fit into the bracket using the cut out cross. To shorten the chain
connector. Pull the chain until the connector is as close to the control mechanism as you can get it on the down pull side.
Take the blind out of the brackets and roll up onto the tube by hand so that the fabric is fully raised.

4. Insert the end plug into the other side of the blind. This can then be offered to the other bracket.

5. Finally using the end caps slot these into the bottom bar for the finishing look.

